Robotics as a tool for immersive, hands-on freshmen engineering
instruction
Abstract
Hands-on experience plays a key role in undergraduate engineering education. It is a recognized
tool for recruitment and retention, as well as for encouraging participation in class and in
research outside of the classroom. However, early undergraduate engineering education,
especially during the freshman year, is often focused on foundational theory, and delivered
through lecture format, rather than hands-on projects. We have developed and taught a semesterlong class at the University of Southern California Viterbi School of Engineering (VSoE) that
uses robotics as a pedagogical tool for engaging students in engineering, and illustrating general
engineering principles and techniques in a hands-on manner.
The model for the new course is to combine lectures on principles and applications of
engineering from professors from a variety of VSoE departments with lab experience, wherein
students work with robots in order to directly apply those principles and scratch the surface of
some applications. Our goal is to create a curriculum where, with little to no prior experience
with either programming or robotics, freshmen interested in engineering can explore both the
breadth of engineering, and glimpse the depth of a single domain through engaging hands-on
projects.
Unlike most other robotics courses, especially introductory ones that use simple robot platforms
such as LEGO robots, ours features highly sophisticated mobile and humanoid robots, allowing
the students to develop engaging and sophisticated-appearing behavior. The semester culminated
in a public exhibition of team projects at a local science museum. We will use the experiences of
the students and instructors of this new course to study the impact of hands-on engineering,
team-work, and open challenges on encouraging retention in engineering beyond the first year,
for recruitment and retention of traditionally under-represented student groups.
1. Introduction
We have developed a new type of interdisciplinary freshman course, based on a combination of
engineering wide perspective and immersive hands-on experiential team learning through the use
cutting-edge technology. The goal of the course is to unite the complimentary strengths of
faculty teaching and research in order to create a unique learning environment for incoming
freshmen. The main aims of the course are to expose the incoming students, in their first
semester at the university, to a spectrum of engineering topics at the same time as providing
them with hands-on engineering practice. Through this combined approach, we aim to
simultaneously give the students a sense of the breadth and excitement of engineering, while also
giving them a taste of what the process of engineering work is truly like, through a hands-on
experience. We hope that this approach will help to retain students in engineering, but giving
them a broader perspective of the field, and will also serve to assist them in selecting the area of
engineering to pursue.

The combined nature of the course is achieved through a team-taught lecture + lab structure.
The lectures are given by a team of research-active faculty in the relevant areas of engineering,
who can effectively communicate the current state of the field and the excitement of pursuing
work in the area. The weekly labs, in turn, draw on relevant themes from the lectures through
immersive hands-on exercises. To unify the laboratory work, and to leverage one of the
strengths of our Viterbi School of Engineering, we chose robotics as the unifying, cohesive
theme.
With the rapidly growing trend toward interdisciplinary education, robotics has been recognized
as a powerful pedagogical tool, one that has been proven effective in recruitment and retention of
typically underrepresented student groups. LEGO robots are now being used in many high
schools across the US. In fact, we have been involved in bringing hands-on LEGO-best
instruction to local middle schools and even elementary schools as part of the USC
Neighborhood Outreach program. As robotics becomes an accessible learning tool for everyounger students at the pre-university level, we must look for visionary ways of taking
advantage of its power as a pedagogical tool and an integrative theme at the university level.
In our new course, we moved beyond using robotics to teach robotics, as is currently
successfully done at many universities and high schools, and into using robotics as an integrative
theme and hands-on tool for teaching general topics and concepts in engineering. Our teamtaught first-semester freshman level all-engineering lecture + lab course uses robot programming
as a tool for teaching teams of students about how to understand complex systems and
organizations, how to design, control and analyze them, and how to manage team work.
The rest of the paper describes the course and what we learned from its inaugural semester
experience. Section 2 discusses relevant features of typical engineering curricula and related
courses at other universities. In Section 3 we introduce the format and approach for the course
we developed and taught. In Section 4 we discuss the results of the course, including
modifications made throughout the inaugural semester the course was taught, student
performance, course evaluations, and feedback. The paper concludes with a discussion of our
plans for continuing course refinement, in Section 5.
2. Background
When looking at the typical university engineering curricula in the US, one finds that the first
two years of undergraduate study are generally reserved for single-instructor mathematics and
theory lecture courses, while the applied, lab-based courses are reserved for the third and fourth
years. The course that we developed is a departure from this strategy in that it promotes teamteaching by the faculty and team work by the students in the context of a hands-on lab
experience in the very first semester of the students’ freshman year at the university.
Similar courses to the one we have developed are generally robotics-driven in a strict sense,
often limiting education to the computational and mechanical engineering only, whereas our
course covers a broad spectrum of engineering topics, including biomedical engineering and
industrial and systems engineering, in addition to the more traditional engineering fields related
to robotics. These related courses are also typically reserved for students who are beyond their

freshman year, and thus cannot as effectively address the problem of retention and choice of
major among engineering students.
Existing introductory undergraduate courses often use LEGO robots as the primary platform for
hands-on robotics education3,4,5,6,7. LEGO robots are well suited for encouraging creative
mechanical engineering and problem solving. However, because LEGO robots and kits are
becoming rapidly adopted in high school robotics programs, university students often expect or
at least hope for more sophisticated platforms. Educational LEGO robots are limited to standalone microcontrollers, such as the Handy Board8, which are often incapable of supporting more
complex sensors. As a result, simple platforms are often constrained to operating in customized
environments (e.g., mazes), lacking the ability for real-world robotics experience.
To address these limitations in common practice, we selected two comparably sophisticated
robot platforms for our course. By advancing to more sophisticated platforms we made a
conscious compromise: the students would not focus on building simple robots, but would
instead have a broader programming experience of more complex robots. This decision also
reflects the faculty team teaching the course. The presented course, however, could readily be
structured around a robotics lab that involves building as well as programming robots.
3. Methods
3.1 Course Design
The developed course is comprised of two parts: lecture sessions meeting twice per week, and
lab sessions meeting once per week, each one hour and twenty minutes in duration. The course
studies a wide range of engineering topics throughout the semester, including computer science,
electrical engineering, aerospace and mechanical engineering, biomedical engineering, and
industrial and systems engineering. Guest lecturers from civil engineering and chemical
engineering also participated. The students work in teams in the lab to accomplish challenging
robotics lab exercises, all culminating with an end-of-semester student-led robotics exhibit for
the public at the local California Science Center. Two robotics PhD students served as teaching
assistants; they assisted in course preparation, lab design and instruction, office hours, and
grading.
3.2 Lecture Sessions
The backbone of the course consists of the lecture sessions, which presents a team-taught
interdisciplinary and comprehensive syllabus. The syllabus attempts to span the key topics and
areas of engineering, while leveraging the strengths of the faculty teaching team. The course
syllabus and associated information can be found on the comprehensive course web portal:
http://robotics.usc.edu/~maja/teaching/engr150.html. The following is the complete course
syllabus:
Session 1: Introduction to the course scope, team assignments, handouts.
Session 2: What makes a complex system such as a human or robot?

Defining the system, its key components and interconnections, and challenges of design,
analysis, real world uses.
Session 3: Design methodologies and team management
Design methodologies: How to come up with ideas (for robot strategies, for example), ways of
prototyping the ideas to figure out what might work best, how to go about selecting ideas, and
implementing/testing them. Team management: How to plan out work for the semester, and how
to work on a team.
Session 4: Sensing and simple sensors
What is sensory perception, biological v. machine perception, the biology, electronics and
mechanics of simple sensors: whiskers, resistive sensors, potentiometers, contact sensors,
infrared, etc.
Session 5: From data/signals to state/symbols/objects
Sensory data processing, filtering, and estimating state, objects and other features of the world.
Session 6: Biological Actuators
The mechanics of things that move, from biology to robotics, muscles to motors.
Session 7: Sensory-motor integration
Going from sensory inputs to actuator outputs.
Session 8: Control
Connecting the system together to make it do something. Open loop control to closed loop
control. From toilets and steam engines to cars and robots.
Session 9: Some math you can use
Mathematics behind perception and control.
Session 10: Vision and visual localization
The science of biological vision and the engineering of machine vision. The challenges of visual
data processing. Vision in mobile robotics.
Session 11: Hearing and auditory localization
The science of biological hearing and the engineering of synthetic auditory sensors:
microphones. Methods for sound-based localization.
Session 12: Signal processing and speech
Signal processing, going from the speech signal to recognizing the speaker's mood and words.
Why the ear is shaped the way it is? What about robotic ears?
Session 13: Object recognition
Recognizing objects from visual data. Why vision alone is not enough. How to put together
multiple sensors for object recognition.

Session 14: Real-world engineering and energy issues
Micro-scale combustion and power generation.
Session 15: Motor Control
Doing things with your arms.
Session 16: Localization
Robots need to know where they are. Like people, they can do so by using maps, looking for
landmarks (e.g., visual, audio, etc.), and/or keeping track of how much they have moved and in
what direction.
Session 17: Mapping
How do I get to where I'm going?
Session 18: Kinematics
How to describe position and orientation of bodies in space. Translation and rotation of rigid
bodies. Calculating the position and trajectory of a multi-joint arm. How to reach to a point, how
to beat a drum.
Session 19: Dynamics
How to make a mechanical system move in space. Dynamic laws of motion/Newton's laws.
Session 20: Human-robot interaction and human-human interaction
Combining various sensors and actuators to find and track humans and use the body to naturally
in interact with people and assist them. Social behavior: personal space, expressiveness of
movement.
Session 21: Computer-Aided Design and Computer-Aided Manufacturing (CAD/CAM) How
manufacturing processes can directly convert digital models into physical structures without any
tools. How to use truss structures to design strong yet lightweight moving components (e.g. robot
hands) for improving dynamic properties, how to fabricate robot components without any
assembly, digital manufacturing, rapid prototyping.
Session 22: Learning
Learning to improve behavior from past experiences. Trial and error learning, Skinnerian
training, statistical learning, learning from demonstrations/by imitation.
Session 23: Biomechanics
Applying engineering concepts to the workings of the human body.
Session 24: Miniaturization
Micro-electro-mechanical-systems (MEMS), micro sensors and actuators in biology and
robotics, nanotechnology.
Session 25: MEMS and nanotechnology
More about micro-electro-mechanical-systems (MEMS), micro sensors and actuators in biology

and robotics, nanotechnology.
Session 26: Safety, Ethics, and Societal Issues
The safety, ethics, and societal impact issues of introducing robots into human daily life.
Session 27: Tapping Energy Resources Under Ultra-Deep Water
Session 28: Robotics today and tomorrow; Wrap-up, open Q&A
A survey of current cutting edge robotics in research and commercial applications, and future
directions of robotics growth. A review of engineering tools and topics that relate to those
developments. Many fun illustrative videos.
The course used an introductory robotics textbook, The Robotics Primer9, to cover major
robotics topics. The faculty lecturing in the course provided additional handouts and reading
materials for the students. Instead of evaluating student learning through traditional midterms
and final exam, we employed mini-quizzes in each lecture, asking the students about recently
covered topics and also questions that integrated across multiple lectures. Each quiz consisted of
four short-answer mini-essay questions. The quizzes allowed us to track student understanding
of the material on an ongoing basis, as well as to evaluate each lecture for effectiveness.
3.3 Laboratory Sessions
While the course lectures were designed to provide breadth of perspective of engineering for
students, the laboratory sessions used robotics as an integrative tool to provide in-depth
experience. The weekly lab sessions complemented the lectures by giving the students the
opportunity to work in teams of three or four. This team size was selected based on the age of the
students and group dynamics studies arguing against smaller groups in this context. The teams
worked on direct immersive hand-on experiments with the robots. We made two types of robots
and a realistic simulation environment available to the students. The robots were the
MobileRobots Pioneer1 mobile robots (Figure 1(a)) and humanoid torsos we had designed and
developed specifically for this course (Figure 1(b)). The simulations were of each of the real
robots, using the Player/Stage framework2 (Figure 2(a and b)), allowing the students to learn the
programming and robot platforms before venturing to work with physical systems. The Pioneer
robot is a commercially available mobile robot with an on-board computer, calibrated odometric
measurements, seven ultrasound sensors, and the capability to incorporate a wide variety of
simple and complex sensors, as described in the next section. The USC Bandit is a humanoid
torso with 19 controllable degrees of freedom: 7 in each arm, 2 each in the neck and mouth, and
1 in the eyebrows.
Both of the robot platforms the students used are cutting edge robotics research tools. As such,
they provide the students with a very realistic sense of what real-world robotics is like. Further,
by using platforms of sufficient complexity, we are able to interleave a variety of engineering
topics into robot programming exercises.

(a)

(b)

Figure 1: (a) MobileRobots Pioneer mobile robot. (b) USC Bandit humanoid robot.

(a)

(b)

Figure 2: (a) Simulation of Pioneer robot using the Player/Stage robot software framework.
(b) Simulation of the USC Bandit humanoid robot.
For each lab session, we presented a new problem for the student teams to solve. The problems
included programming tasks such as detecting and avoiding obstacles, navigating through a
maze, coordinating multiple sensors, etc. After the teaching assistants presented the problems at

the beginning of the lab session, the student teams brainstormed, self-organized to find solutions,
and then programmed a chosen solution for the robot to execute. In order to bridge the gap
between the students’ knowledge and experience with programming, and the challenges involved
in programming complex real-world robotics, we provided skeleton code with comments for
each exercise. By carefully selecting how much to provide the students a priori, we could track
their progress and adjust the project challenge levels from week to week, and focus their work on
applying the learned knowledge and insights on problem solving using computer programming
as a means to that end, rather than programming as a goal in itself.
The full laboratory syllabus can be found on the course portal. The following is an overview:
Session 1: Introduction to programming: hello world!
How to write code and compile programs in C++, Makefiles, and standard Linux commands.
Session 2: Introduction to hardware and software platforms
Introduction to Player/Stage framework and controlling the robot in the simulator.
Session 3: Feedback and movement
Making the robot turn 90 degrees, move forward 2m, and move in a square, using feedback from
odometry.
Session 4: Sensing and movement: feedback using sensors
Analyzing sonar sensors, and using them to program the robot to avoid collisions.
Session 5: Obstacle avoidance
Building a local map using sensor feedback, and robot obstacle avoidance navigation.
Session 6: Wall following
Programming the robot to follow along the contours of a wall.
Session 7: Move to goal
Creating a robot controller to move to a desired goal position.
Session 8: Maze navigation
Combine robot capabilities to allow for efficient maze navigation with a wavefront planner.
Session 9 and 10: Final project preparation
Work in teams to prepare for final project exhibition at the California Science Center.
3.4 Project Exhibition
Our previous work with undergraduate course design has validated the value of bringing
students’ work into public venues, such as museums, to showcase engineering education and aim
to recruit pre-university student interest. Through our established collaboration with the
California Science Center, which is located within walking distance of the USC campus, we have
been holding public robot exhibitions and contests at the end of each semester. These are

actively publicized to the local K-12 schools and after-school science and robotics clubs. They
are also popular with the media, providing even broader outreach.
While our more advanced robotics classes have a very successful public contest model, the
exhibition model is more appropriate for freshmen. Toward that end, the final set of lab sessions
focused on an integrative final project for the exhibit. In response to the varying levels of
proficiency of the student teams, different projects, robots, and demonstrations were prepared. In
all cases, however, the final project combined the skills that were developed in earlier weeks of
the course, including working in groups, independently discovering solutions to problems, basic
robot programming, and applying those skills to a single creative multi-week effort. The students
selected their final project topic in collaboration with the TAs. All projects emphasized problem
solving from start to finish, more so than the development of flawless programs. Accordingly,
the project grade was based not on ideal robot performance, but on the student's discovery of a
creative solution to a problem. Final projects included individual final reports.
4. Results
4.1 Experiences in the Inaugural Semester
The new course was taught for the first time in Fall 2007 at the USC Viterbi School of
Engineering. Twenty-one freshmen with no declared major took the course. Because the course
was aggressively advertised to undeclared incoming freshmen students as a means of learning
about various areas of engineering and aiding them in selecting a major, almost none of the
students in the course had any prior programming experience. In fact, only two out of the
twenty-one students had any programming experience and neither of the two had experience
with C++, the course’s chosen programming language.
The lack of prior programming knowledge caused the students to struggle with the lab exercises,
even with accompanying skeleton code and example code fragments, which, in turn required the
TAs to spend more time providing assistance to each team. To help the students finish the lab
assignments, the TAs created an opportunity for students to continue working outside of class
with additional lab hours. Most groups took advantage of the additional lab time to complete the
assignments and to get one-on-one assistance from the TAs.
Another challenge resulted from the students’ difficulty visualizing solutions to programming
problems and then translating such solution to code. This resulted in many students
understanding how to solve a problem well enough to explain the solution conceptually, but not
being able to translate that concept into working C++ code, due to lack of programming
experience. We addressed this visualization problem by adding written lab assignments each
week. The assignments required the students to write pseudocode (ordered list of humanreadable commands describing actions rather than code) solving sub-problem of the larger posed
problem. For example, when asking students to write code to make the robot avoid obstacles, we
first asked them to write pseudocode for interpreting the sensor readings, determine the location
of obstacles, and then change speeds to reflect the location of the obstacles. This was intended to
separate the problem solving thought process from the computer programming thought process.

4.2 Grades
The final grade assignments for the inaugural semester of the course were computed by
combining the lecture and lab grades, which were weighted equally. The lecture grades were
based on student performance on the mini-quizzes given at each lecture session, and on the
written project report. The lab grade comprised of student performance on the written
homework (pseudocode and conceptual questions), programming project assignments, and final
exhibition. The written homework and programming assignments constituted 40% of the final
grade, with the final exhibition performance accounting for the remaining 10%. The distribution
of the students’ final grades is shown in Figure 3.
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Figure 3: Final grade distribution of the students in the course.
As evidenced by the final grade distribution, most of the students did very well in the course.
Out of the twenty-one students enrolled, fourteen students received the highest grade possible,
and only two students received a grade below the B range. The two students who received a
grade of C or lower often did not attend class, which dramatically lowered their quiz scores, and
failed to submit all the written homework assignments, which lowered their overall lab grade. It
is interesting to note that four of the five women in the course received the highest scores and
grades overall.
4.3 Course Evaluations and Student Feedback
4.3.1 Course Evaluations
Twenty out of the enrolled twenty-one students filled out the official university course evaluation
for the course. The evaluations demonstrated that the course performed best (i.e., got the highest
ratings) in the categories most relevant to the aims of the course: “encouraging students to

participate in their learning”, “enthusiastic about communicating subject matter”, and
“stimulated student interest in subject matter”, and “evaluated student work in fair and
appropriate ways.”
In order to obtain additional, finer-grained feedback from the students, at the end of the semester
the students we encouraged the students to complete a customized anonymous course survey to
help improve the course for future semesters. The next two sections discuss the main insights
gained from the surveys.
4.3.2 Feedback on Lecture Sessions
Because the students for the course were drawn from the pool of those who had not yet chosen
and declared a major, their interests and preferences were very diverse. The majority reported
enjoying the broad variety of lectures, but also reported wishing more focus on robotics. Some
also reported a desire to directly tie all lectures to hands-on labs, but also realized that managing
to become proficient in one selected area, namely robotics, was challenging enough.
Many of the challenges we encountered stemmed from the diversity of the backgrounds and
training of the students taking the course, matched by the diversity of their expectations and
preferences. Anticipating and meeting the needs of first semester undeclared freshmen is a
challenging task, but one well worth focusing on given the larger goals of recruitment and
retention.
4.3.3 Feedback on Lab Sessions
As expected, the lab sessions, designed by the course TAs (Feil-Seifer and Fasola), were the
most enjoyable part of the course for the students. Students reported appreciating intensive TA
involvement in the labs, and working in peer groups. Although the students found the lab
assignments to be generally difficult, many indicated their desire to work more with the actual
robots instead of the simulated ones. This disparity in the students’ expectations and desires and
their abilities is an important challenge with hands-on engineering in the early stages of
undergraduate education. Some students noted that they wished they could have built some
robots, instead of focusing on programming. This desire could have been met through the use of
LEGO robots; a course that provides a spectrum of platforms and stages of development would
probably be most interesting, but such a course would also be more focused on robotics as a
topic rather than as an engineering tool, as was our goal. This remains an important challenge in
refining our course design to best meet the needs and the abilities of the freshmen students.
4.3.4 Promotion of Engineering
One of the questions posed to the students was whether the course made them more or less
excited about pursuing an undergraduate degree in engineering. As plotted in Figure 3, almost
half of the students reported that the course made them more excited about engineering. The
shown data have not been compared to other courses because this type of survey has not been
conducted in other first semester freshmen courses; this is one of the assessment techniques we
plan to explore, as discussed in the next section.
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Figure 3: Student responses regarding the appeal of engineering after taking the course.
5. Continuing Work
The described new course has been approved as a permanent course for first-semester freshmen
at USC, under the title ENGR 150 “Engineering Science and Systems: From Humans to Robots.”
It will be taught annually, in the fall, and offered to all incoming freshmen.
We will work to address aspects of the course about which the students expressed concern, and
will continue to collect student feedback in order to stay responsive to their needs. Further, we
will track the impact of the course on major issues including retention, major selection, and
performance. We will also study gender-related effects of the course. The percentage of women
and minority students in engineering is low nation-wide; recruitment and retention are
recognized national problems where robotics has been shown to have potential for mitigation.
Our early data of female student performance, based only on the inaugural semester cohort, are
promising. This course will be used as one of the tools for encouraging and assessing retention
of under-represented student groups as well as students in general, into engineering disciplines.
In summary, we will continue to evolve and improve the course in order to explore innovative
and effective ways to teach, engage, and excite students about engineering, assist them in getting
both a broad perspective about the filed and a hands-on experience of engineering work.
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